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Automated end-to-end instrumentation and testing of mobile device camera
ABSTRACT
Due to reasons of security, mobile device operating systems generally allow the camera
buffer to be written only by the camera - the camera buffer cannot be filled with mock frames.
Due to write-restrictions on the camera buffer, e.g., technical infeasibility of feeding arbitrary,
repeatable frame sequences to the camera buffer, apps that utilize device cameras such as
photography apps, computer vision apps, etc. are currently tested manually.
This disclosure presents a test framework to instrument and automatically conduct endto-end testing of apps that use a mobile camera as an input source. Under the test framework, the
mobile device is tested in the form of an emulator coupled to a test server. The test server
provides a video file as camera input. An end-to-end test of the application can be written such
that the app under test uses frames of the video file as input while leveraging the functions
supported by standard test frameworks. The test is scripted and test results are logged such that
the test covers different interactions within the app under test and generates informative records
for each video file used to test the app.
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Due to reasons of security, mobile device operating systems generally allow the camera
buffer to be written only by the camera - the camera buffer cannot be filled with mock frames.
The camera of the mobile device is a major source of inputs to a variety of mobile apps, e.g.,
apps relating to photography, computer vision, face recognition, assisting visually-impaired
users, etc. Due to write-restrictions on the camera buffer, e.g., technical infeasibility of feeding
arbitrary, repeatable frame sequences to the camera buffer, apps that utilize device cameras are
currently tested manually.

Fig. 1: An example frame of a mock video

A standard mock frame that is used to test camera applications is similar to the one
shown in Fig. 1. The frame is not representative of real-world videos or photographs captured by
a camera. An end-to-end test conducted using such a mock frame does not sufficiently cover
excursions and corner cases experienced by many mobile apps.
DESCRIPTION
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Fig. 2: Instrumentation runner life cycle

Fig. 2 illustrates an instrumentation runner life cycle for the purpose of testing apps that
utilize a mobile device camera, per techniques of this disclosure. A mobile device emulator (202)
and a test server (204) are communicatively coupled to each other, e.g., within a host machine.
Testing may be divided into three phases, e.g., prior to launch of activity (206), instrumentation
of activity (208), and closure of activity (210).
Prior to launch of test activity, the emulator sends the video file to be tested (206a) to the
server, which stores it at a known location, e.g., in a temporary folder such as at /tmp/ on
Linux. Once received and ready, the server sends to the emulator a video-ready
acknowledgement (206b). The emulator requests start of video playback (206c). The server starts
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playback, sends frames to a virtual USB webcam driver (e.g., /dev/video0 on Linux), and
responds to the emulator with an acknowledgement (206d).
During activity instrumentation, the emulator opens the camera and reads frames from
the virtual USB webcam (e.g., /dev/video0 on Linux) (208a). As the video is played out,
different UI inputs, hardware events, algorithms implemented by the app, etc. are tested (208b).
When frames of the video are depleted, the server sends an EOS signal (208c), which closes this
phase of testing. Upon activity closure (210), the following actions are taken: time-stamped
output is logged; output is compared to pre-annotated data of the input video; recorded
information is saved; etc.
In this manner, an end-to-end (as opposed to unit or mid-to-end testing) instrumentation
and test of a camera app is made possible with real video as input source, e.g., video with
arbitrary, realistic, deterministic, and repeatable frames. The app under test generates timestamped records as the test plays out, enabling effective debugging. The input video can be preannotated with expected results (e.g., “car at 1m 30s”; “person at 1m 45s”; etc.), enabling
comparison of expected results with results generated by the app under test.
An app developer can program the test such that the test follows a script of planned UI
interactions in the app under test as the input video plays out. The app developer can thereby
easily automate testing of even relatively complex camera apps by simply providing a video and
an interaction script. This test framework continues to leverage testing libraries or features such
as continuous build, pre-submit sanity check, profiling, etc., with only a minimal set-up effort,
e.g., server installation and activation on the machine that runs the emulator.
Alternately, end-to-end testing of a camera app can be achieved by programming the
emulator to obtain images/videos from a system camera source. In such a scenario, the camera
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system service runs as a privileged program on the mobile device platform by allowing user
space programs to supply input files to the emulator. This alternative may be vulnerable to
attacks. It is also heavier to distribute an emulator than to distribute a program that runs
alongside it.
Still alternately, end-to-end testing of a camera app can be achieved by providing
simulated camera input on real mobile devices. This alternative can be done by rooting the
device, which is neither scalable nor safe; most OS platforms disallow simulated hardware
events for security reasons.
CONCLUSION
This disclosure presents a test framework to instrument and automatically conduct endto-end testing of apps that use a mobile camera as an input source. Under the test framework, the
mobile device is tested in the form of an emulator coupled to a test server. The test server
provides a video file as camera input. An end-to-end test of the application can be written such
that the app under test uses frames of the video file as input while leveraging the functions
supported by standard test frameworks. The test is scripted and test results are logged such that
the test covers different interactions within the app under test and generates informative records
for each video file used to test the app.
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